Teaching Scholars Program Scholarly Projects for 2014-2015

Chamjeet Brar, MD, Department of Pediatrics, UCSF Fresno
*Developing a Faculty Development Workshop on Time Management for Leaders*

Peter Chin-Hong, MD, MAS, Department of Medicine
*Opening Doors to Academic Medicine: The pre-health undergraduate program, PUP, at UCSF*

Maria Dall’Era, MD, Department of Medicine
*Practice Improvement using Virtual Online Training: Creation of an Interactive Mobile App to Teach Clinical Reasoning to Medical Students*

Abhay Dandekar, MD, Department of Pediatrics
*Peer Note Review: A Model for Improving Resident Communication Skills*

Doranne Donesky, RN, PhD, Department of Physiological Nursing
*Development of a Palliative Care Minor for Advanced Practice Nursing Students*

Jessica Eng, MD, MS, Department of Medicine
*VA COACH: An Interprofessional, Home-based Learning Experience for Pre Clerkship Medical Students*

Gerald Hsu, MD, Department of Medicine, VAMC
*Capturing how medical students integrate interdisciplinary content using concept maps*

Elizabeth Joyce, PhD, Department of Microbiology and Immunology
*Needs Assessment for the First Year Dental Student Pharmacology Curriculum*

Ben Li, MD, Department of Obstetrics, Gynecology and Reproductive Sciences
*Building a Reproductive Genetics Curriculum through an EPA Framework*

Michael McMaster, PhD, Department of Cell and Tissue Biology
*Developing the Faculty of the Future: Academic Dental Careers Fellowship Program*

Saras Ramanathan, MD, Department of Ophthalmology
*Mentorship of the Cataract Surgery Educator: Is there room for improvement?*

Thomas Shimotake, MD, Department of Pediatrics
*Training Curriculum for Improving Early Identification and Cooling Rates after Birth Asphyxia in CA Birth Hospitals*

Kanade Shinkai, MD, PhD, Department of Dermatology
*Correlation between Medical Student Clinical Reasoning and Clinical Skills on a Standardized Patient Clinical Performance Exam*

Steven Tringali, DO, Department of Medicine, UCSF Fresno
*A Targeted Needs Assessment for an Inpatient Procedure Curriculum*

Pinelopi Xenoudi, DDS, MS, Department of Orofacial Sciences
*Vertical integration of Pre-Doctoral Periodontics in the UCSF Dental School Curriculum*